ABSTRACT

Peritoneal dialysis is an established treatment option for patients with end-stage renal disease. As this procedure causes high pressure in the abdomen, it might lead to peritoneopleural leakage (hydrothorax). The latter is an uncommon non-infectious complication of peritoneal dialysis patients, possibly secondary to trans-diaphragmatic fluid leakage through a pleuroperitoneal communication. The aetiology of this condition is still unclear. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed: congenital diaphragmatic defects; pleuroperitoneal pressure gradient; lymph drainage disorder; acquired diaphragmatic defects that are a consequence of increased intra-abdominal pressure during the dwell period of peritoneal dialysis, such as fenestrations or acquired scarcity of muscle fibres in the tendinous part of the diaphragm. Peritoneal scintigraphy (99mTc-MAA peritoneoscintigraphy) is a useful diagnostic tool in the management of suspected pleuroperitoneal communication. We report four cases of hydrothorax related to pleuroperitoneal communication in 290 patients treated with chronic peritoneal dialysis, between 1999 and 2014, at our PD Unit. Here we analyse our department’s incidence of this complication and also present own experience in diagnosing and treating it.
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RESUMO

A diálise peritoneal é uma opção válida para o tratamento da doença renal crónica estádio 5. Como este procedimento provoca um aumento da pressão intra-abdominal, pode causar uma “fuga” pleuroperitoneal (hidrotórax). Esta complicaçãonão infecciosa, sendo rara, pode ser fatal para doentes em diálise peritoneal;
INTRODUCTION

Peritoneal dialysis (PD) is an effective mode of management for end-stage renal disease (ESRD). The main complications of PD are either infectious (such as peritonitis and exit site infections) or pressure-related (such as abdominal wall hernias and gastroesophageal reflux). Acute hydrothorax is a rare complication in PD patients that can lead to PD suspension and consequent switch to hemodialysis (HD).

As described in 1967 by Edward and Unger, hydrothorax corresponds to the presence of PD fluid in the pleural cavity due to movement of dialysate under increased intra-abdominal pressure from peritoneal to pleural cavity, through congenital or acquired defects in the diaphragm. The mean incidence of hydrothorax is highly variable in the bibliography, with estimates ranging from 1.6% to 10%.

Clinical presentation may sometimes be asymptomatic, but, in some patients, it may cause dyspnea, a sudden diminution in dialysis adequacy and/or poor ultrafiltration rate, that does not improve with hypertonic peritoneal exchanges.

According to the bibliography, right-sided pleural effusion is more common. Its aetiopathogenesis is not fully understood. In a recent review, Guest proposed that right-sided PD-related hydrothorax pathophysiology results from a mechanism which comprises: congenital or acquired porous diaphragm; highest hydrostatic pressure in the pelvis and lowest in the suprahepatic region during inspiration, due to the outward movement of the ribs which enlarges the space in the right upper quadrant and a piston-like motion of liver capsule shunts fluid across the diaphragmatic vent.

Thoracentesis should be performed for diagnosis and relief of symptoms. If the pleural fluid sample shows that the glucose concentration is higher than plasma's, a positive diagnosis can be supposed, but 99mTc-MAA peritoneocintigraphy has been a useful diagnostic tool in our experience.

Treatment includes:

1. Thoracentesis – stop PD and engage in temporary HD or PD with lower intraperitoneal volumes (the dialysate in the pleural cavity may function as a sclerosing agent);
2. Pleurodese with taly, tetracycline, bleomycine, autologous blood or with collagen fleece;
3. Thoracoscopic (by video or direct surgery) for repairing and patching the diaphragmatic defects identified.

CASE REPORTS

Between January 1999 and December 2012, four patients undergoing PD in our Peritoneal Dialysis Unit presented right-sided pleural effusion, consistent with hydrothorax, due to PD-related diaphragmatic defects. All patients had undergone PD for more than 5 years and presented with dyspnea and sudden diminution in dialysis adequacy.

The diagnosis was confirmed by thoracentesis, showing high glucose concentration in the pleural fluid. Treatment included thoracentesis and thoracoscopy for repair and patching of the diaphragmatic defects. The patients were subsequently managed on PD with low intraperitoneal volumes to minimize the risk of recurrence.
Department (one man and three women; mean age 55 years) developed acute hydrothorax due to pleuropertitoneal communication (prevalence rate: 1.37%). Hydrothorax was diagnosed after 2, 6, 15 and 11 months. Table I illustrates the summary of the cases.

Case 1

Our first case was a 61-year-old woman with chronic kidney disease (CKD), due to congenital bilateral ureterohydronephrosis, receiving PD since January 2012. Her 24 hours diuresis was about 2300 cc. After two months on CAPD, the patient attended the emergency room with dyspnoea, peripheral oedema, hypertension and low ultrafiltration. Her vital signs were normal, but she had decreased breath sounds over the lower half of the right lung. She was otherwise well and afebrile. Her ultrafiltration with hypertonic solutions was only 200 cc per cycle. Chest radiography confirmed a large pleural effusion in the right hemithorax. Her ECG was unchanged. Her serum biochemistry and haematology were unchanged and the inflammatory markers were not raised (Figs. 1 and 2). A chest tube was placed and the pleural fluid analysis showed clear yellow fluid.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender / Age</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender / Age</td>
<td>♂ 61</td>
<td>♂ 56</td>
<td>♀ 48</td>
<td>♀ 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predisposing factors</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>Upper respiratory infection</td>
<td>Acute peritonitis</td>
<td>Acute peritonitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of onset after initiation of CAPD</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>15 months</td>
<td>11 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleural effusion</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose pleural effusion / serum ratio</td>
<td>(212/104)</td>
<td>(173/102)</td>
<td>(162/105)</td>
<td>(149/110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Pleurodesis talc</td>
<td>Pleurodesis talc</td>
<td>Pleurodesis talc and surgery</td>
<td>No treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis technique after resolution</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Haemodialysis (patient’s option)</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Haemodialysis (patient’s option)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with 67 nucleated cells, glucose 212 mg/dL (blood glucose 104 mg/dL), protein 0.2 g/dL and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 63 U/L (blood LDH 560 U/L). Cultures of pleural fluid were negative. As the fluid was a transudate (Table I), an intraperitoneal injection of $^{99m}$Tc-MAA was performed via the Tenckhoff catheter and the scintigraphy images revealed positive uptake of the chest and upper abdomen by diffuse increase in radioactivity in the right pleural and peritoneal cavities (Fig. 3).

The patient remained on HD by a tunnelled femoral catheter for about three months. Pleurodesis with 100cc of talc instillation and water was performed
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*Anterior and posterior imaging of thorax and abdomen after intraperitoneal injection of $^{99m}$Tc-MAA shows accumulation of radioactivity in the right hemithorax demonstrating a pleuroperitoneal communication.*
to close the communication; the patient recovered well and returned to PD. She had no other related complications in the follow-up.

**Case 2**

A 56-year-old woman with CKD of unknown origin under haemodialysis treatment since February 2002, who had been transferred to peritoneal dialysis, five years later, due to vascular access exhaustion. She was anuric.

Six months after starting PD and following an upper respiratory infection, the patient developed dyspnoea and fatigue, which worsened progressively. Ultrafiltration with hypertonic solutions was only 350 cc per cycle. Physical findings included an arterial oxygen saturation of 91%, raised jugular venous pressure, right hemithorax was stony dull on percussion and breath sounds were very much reduced. The chest radiography showed a right pleural effusion. Her serum biochemistry and haematology were unchanged. Inflammatory markers were not raised. Thoracentesis revealed a transudate process (Table I) – clear yellow fluid with 37 nucleated cells, glucose 173 mg/dL (blood glucose 101 mg/dL), protein 0.3 g/dL and LDH 35 U/L (blood LDH 576 U/L). Cultures of pleural fluid were sterile.

Given the suspicion of pleuroperitoneal communication, an isotopic peritoneal scintigraphy with $^{99m}$Tc-MAA was performed. The images of the chest and upper abdomen revealed diffused increase in radioactivity in the right hemithorax. Intrapерitoneal volumes were reduced and the patient was submitted to thoracic drainage, pleurodesis with talc and direct surgery to correct malformations.

The patient remained on HD for only one month, and after that period he returned to PD, with no further complication in the following years.

**Case 3:**

We report also a 48-year-old Caucasian male with CKD of unknown aetiology treated with CAPD since January 2000. His diuresis was around 500 cc per day. Fifteen months after beginning CAPD he was admitted to our hospital reporting orthopnea, shortly after having received intraperitoneal vancomycin for *Staphylococcus aureus* peritonitis. The patient had also reported a lower ultrafiltration in recent days. Physical examination revealed decreased breath sounds on the right lung and a chest X-ray showed ipsilateral pleural effusion. Examination of the cardiovascular system was unremarkable. Ultrafiltration with hypertonic solutions was around 400 cc per cycle.

Pleural fluid analysis revealed a clear yellow fluid with 29 nucleated cells, glucose 162 mg/dL (blood glucose 105 mg/dL), protein 0.6 g/dL and LDH 52 U/L (blood LDH 576 U/L). Cultures of pleural fluid were sterile.

In accordance with patient preference, PD was discontinued and she was switched to HD.

**Case 4:**

Our last case reports a 56-year-old Black woman with CKD secondary to hypertensive nephroangiosclerosis, on CAPD for 11 months. Her diuresis was about 700 cc per day.

After eleven months on CAPD the patient had presented progressive shortness of breath, fatigue with minimal effort and sub-febrile temperature for about four days before admission. She was observed in consultation and was diagnosed with a respiratory infection and medicated with azithromycin. As there was no clinical improvement, she showed up at our emergency department. Physical examination revealed decreased breath sounds on the right lung and a chest X-ray showed a right pleural effusion. Abdominal examination showed tender hepatomegaly. Her inflammatory markers were negative. Ultrafiltration with hypertonic solutions was only 200 cc per cycle. A peritonitis to *Staphylococcus epidermidis* was treated with intraperitoneal vancomycin until two weeks earlier.

A chest tube was placed and the patient was submitted to pleurodesis. Pleural fluid analysis
revealed a clear yellow fluid with 70 nucleated cells, glucose 149 mg/dL (blood glucose 110 mg/dL), protein 0.4 g/dL and LDH 78 U/L (blood LDH 487 U/L). The cultural tests (blood and pleural fluid) were negative and two litres of pleural fluid were drained without further relapse of the pleural effusion.

Respecting the patient’s option, pleural communication was not treated. She was, therefore, transferred to HD.

DISCUSSION

Peritoneal dialysis is a well-established renal replacement therapy. The main complications of PD are infectious (peritonitis and exit site infections) or pressure-related (abdominal wall hernias).7 The infusion of liquid into the peritoneal cavity in PD leads to an increase in intra-abdominal pressure and might cause peritoneal leakage (hydrothorax), most commonly on the right side8. Although this is not a common complication, it is associated with high drop-out rates.

In our PD Unit, we have observed a peritoneo-pleural communication incidence of 1.37%, lower than in other series. According to the literature most of the cases were female and the same pattern emerged in our cases. Polycystic kidney disease is the most frequent cause for CKD associated with this complication, due to a higher intra-abdominal pressure6 and to a generalized connective tissue weakness that may contribute to inherent diaphragmatic weakness9. Nevertheless, none of our four patients had polycystic kidney disease.

In the current literature it is not clear an association between the incidence of pleuroperitoneal communication and the mode of PD (CAPD or APD). However, Lam et al. reported, in a series of 23 cases of retroperitoneal leakage, a higher incidence among patients on CAPD (22 vs. 1)10. The same trend was observed in our series (4 vs 0).

Isolated right-sided hydrothorax is common in pleuroperitoneal communication of peritoneal dialysis, as was the case in our four patients. Gagnon and Daniels13 proposed the existence of embryonic remnant, which allows fluids to pass from the peritoneal cavity to the right pleural space. Other authors defend that the higher prevalence of right-side cases is due to diaphragmatic left protection to the heart15. According to a series with 47 reported cases, pleural effusions were right-sided in 87%12. Bilateral pleuroperitoneal communication is uncommon and should be related to malformation.

The mechanism of pleural fluid accumulation remains unclear. Most investigators agree with two major mechanisms in the formation of pleural effusion in PD: lymphatic drainage disorders and diaphragmatic defect. The latter occurs by congenital or acquired diaphragmatic defects, due to an increase in intra-abdominal pressure when instilling peritoneal dialysis fluid6. Localized absence of diaphragmatic muscle fibers13, 14 has been demonstrated by scintigraphy and autopsy specimens.

Several researchers suggest that the rate of trans-diaphragmatic passage of the radionuclide can fall under two mechanisms: on the one hand, if the passage occurs in few minutes it is more likely to be a diaphragmatic defect; on the other hand, a lymphatic drainage is highly suspected when the liquid takes longer to move7.

In three of our cases (2 to 4) the authors have identified a predisposing factor (upper respiratory infection and/or acute peritonitis) prior to the pleuroperitoneal communication diagnosis. In our first case, the earlier occurrence after the onset of CAPD suggests a congenital aetiology. Chow et al. proposed that patients with previous peritonitis presented higher risk of developing hydrothorax, probably as a result of the weakening of diaphragmatic tissue during infection15.

The onset of this complication can vary from days to years after starting PD. About half of the cases occur within one month of starting PD, which probably result from congenital diaphragmatic defects. The remaining cases are probably the result of acquired diaphragmatic defects5. Our four cases occurred between 2 and 15 months after the initiation of PD. Thus, our first case suggests a congenital defect, as it has happened just two months after initiating PD.

The diagnosis of pleuroperitoneal communication in PD must be based on clinical symptoms, such as dyspnoea, reduced ultrafiltration and pleural effusion in the chest X-ray. The differential diagnosis of pleural...
Effusion in dialysis patients is extensive. Therefore, other causes of dyspnoea should be ruled out, such as salt retention, heart failure, hypoproteinaemia, infections or neoplasia.

When pleural fluid collected from thoracentesis shows a higher glucose concentration compared to plasma’s, a diagnosis of pleuroperitoneal communication can be supposed – a “sweet hydrothorax”. Some authors consider that glucose pleural effusion/serum ratio > 1 is consistent with pleuroperitoneal communication and may dispense performing scintigraphy for diagnosis5-15. However, the peritoneal scintigraphy was useful in our cases. In all of them, a glucose pleural effusion/serum ratio was superior to 1, but in case 4 the ratio was only slightly above the cut off (1.35), therefore, the scintigraphy was useful to confirm this condition. Furthermore, there are some cases described where an atypical biochemistry of the pleural fluid was observed. This usually happened when the fluid has been in the pleural cavity for a prolonged period and lymphatics have partially reabsorbed it6.

Peritoneal scintigraphy is a useful diagnostic tool in the management of this PD complication6. The presence of radioactivity in the pleural space and in the peritoneal cavity, after injection of non-absorbable 99mTc-MAA along the dialysis solution via the Tenckhoff catheter, reflects hydrothorax secondary to a communication between the two cavities7. We have selected 99mTc-MAA from several available radiopharmaceuticals.

In our cases, none of the patients underwent magnetic resonance (MR) peritoneography. Prokesch et al. evaluated the diagnostic value of MR peritoneography in complications of PD. This procedure was performed with the peritoneal cavity filled and after complete drainage of the contrast material-dialysate mixture. According to Prokesch et al., in patients with right-sided leaks, MR peritoneography with multiplane imaging was useful to evaluate all parts of the diaphragm. Coronal and sagittal images may be obtained for assessment of the lateral and posterior recesses16. Despite some evidence in favour of MR (well tolerated by the patients, iodinated contrast material is not used and excellent tissue contrast), the majority of pleuroperitoneal cases do not require special imaging to confirm the diagnosis. Furthermore MR is not always available, especially in an emergency context. In a recent publication, the authors performed in addition to a peritoneal scintigraphy with Tc-99m macro-aggregated albumin, a single-photon-emission computed tomography and a computed tomography (SPECT/CT) to identify the leakage site17.

In terms of management, emergent large volume thoracocentesis is occasionally required. Temporary HD may be required, especially for those with minimal residual renal function. For patients who maintain significant diuresis, PD may be continued at low volumes with dry night. It is recommended to wait around two weeks before an attempt to switch back to standard PD settings5. If the conservative approach fails, the treatment methods reported in the bibliography include pleurodesis or surgery15. Chemical pleurodesis is performed with tetracycline, talc, fibrin, glue, autoblood, Nocardia rubrancell wall skeleton (N-CWS) and OK-432. An insoluble substance, such as talc, will remain in the pleural cavity without systemic absorption, thus proportionating permanent pleurodesis18, 19. There is no evidence that one method is better than the other. As pleuroperitoneal communication is a clinical situation with little relevance outside the context of PD, conservative treatment may be the most suitable option for patients who desire to be transferred to HD1.

Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery allows malformations diaphragmatic correction by direct visualization. If the condition is associated with a morphological disorder, direct repair by thoracotomy is mandatory. Although surgery is associated with a high rate of success, it must be reserved as last treatment option because it is an invasive approach6,16,20.

In our experience, talc pleurodesis was a safe and reliable treatment option that allowed sustained maintenance of PD with no recurrence in two cases. The other two patients opted to be transferred to HD. In those former cases, the decision was to engage in peritoneal rest with temporary transition to HD. Pleurodesis was the treatment option in two cases and one of them was also treated by surgery.

**CONCLUSION**

Transudate pleural effusion due to pleuroperitoneal communication is an uncommon but serious
complication in PD patients. It can lead to acute respiratory failure and is an important cause of PD dropout.

Radionuclide peritoneal scintigraphy is a simple, safe, rapid and effective tool to identify peritoneo-peritoneal communication.

Many therapeutic strategies for this complication are employed, ranging from conservative methods like reduction on dialysate volume and the transitory interruption of PD, to more invasive therapies as the closure of diaphragmatic defects by videothoracoscopy with or without pleurodesis.

The fact that two of four patients remained in PD without recurrence of the pleural effusion was a reasonable outcome. Pleurodesis can therefore be recommended in well-informed patients, who have a strong motivation to pursue PD. We can also conclude that pleuroperitoneal connections associated with PD do not necessarily lead to cessation of PD and conversion to HD.
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